Make a Difference. Save Lives.
BE A LEADER IN PREVENTING THE #1 KILLER OF AMERICAN TEENS
"To this day the emotional impact of In One Instant has prevented me from making stupid choices, not only behind the wheel,
but in every aspect of my life." — In One Instant in High School Student

Put on the Award-Winning
In One Instant film
assembly for your school,
and save the lives of your
friends and loved ones.

WHY?
 Distracted and impaired driving
is taking the lives of countless
teens across the country, and
you want to do something to
change that.
 Opportunity to activate your

Within a two-year period, the teenage children of In One

HOBY leadership skills by putting

Instant’s co-founders attended three funerals, each for a

on this life-saving school/

friend who died in alcohol, distracted, or reckless driving

community event.

collisions. Our community was devastated. We knew we
needed to become proactive. We knew it was time for

 Earn your service hours for
Click to sign up

change.
In One Instant Teen Safe Driving Program is a groundbreaking, peer-driven
experience. When you bring the program to your high school, it results in a shift in
everyone’s approach to making smart, safe driving decisions. You will actually be
saving lives in your community.

HOBY’s 100+ L4S Challenge and
qualify for the L4S Scholarship
with this one project.
 It feels good to make a positive
difference.

HOW?

It works because In One Instant is a program designed to speak specifically to you and
your peers. You’ll relate to the film’s characters, who are all real people (not

Find out by clicking here

professional actors) at high schools like yours. The program focuses on Your Power Of
Choice and will affect you and your friends on emotional and intellectual levels. The
film will make you think about your choices and their consequences. Afterward, you’ll
become empowered to make smart choices to be a safe driver and a great friend,
family member, and citizen.

to watch our short videos

